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DIAMOND BLADES

10mm high premium segmented
all purpose diamond blade features
undercut protection and alternating

turbo / standard segments.
Laser Welded

FURY
12mm high premium alternating

segments diamond blade.
Laser welded

OLD GLORY
12mm high premium segmented

multipurpose diamond blade.
Laser welded

THE COMMANDER IN CHIEF
12mm high professional patterned 

diamond all purpose diamond blade 
features undercut protection and

alternating turbo/standard segments.
Laser welded

ALL AMERICAN

PRO ASPHALT
10mm or 12mm high premium seg

asphalt diamond blade.
Laser welded

PRO AOC
10mm or 12mm high premium seg

asphalt over concrete diamond blade.
Laser welded

CONCRETE
10mm or 12mm high premium

segmented concrete diamond blade.
Laser welded

SUPER GP
10mm or 12mm high premium seg

asphalt over concrete diamond blade.
Laser welded

DB SEG ZEN 12

ZENESIS patterned diamond
alternating turbo segmented
diamond blade for general

purpose cutting. 

DB TS ZEN 12

ZENESIS patterned diamond
turbo segmented diamond blade

for super fast general purpose cutting. 

DB WS U20 .140

ZENESIS patterned diamond
special segmented professional

series concrete blade.  

DB ZEN U20.187

ZENESIS patterned diamond
special segmented professional

series wall saw blade. 

PRO PRO PROPRO

PROPROPROPRO

PRO PRO PRO PRO



TB CTR CB NCB CB DSSDS MAX CHISELSSDS MAX DRILL BITS

CB D ARIXCB ARIX

CB ZZ CB P CB CR

Premium quality SDS-MAX drill 
bits feature 11 inch length and 

vary in sizes of
1/2”, 5/8”, 3/4”, 1”

Premium quality SDS-MAX chis-
els bits feature 14 inch length 

and vary in sizes of
point”, 1”, 2”, 3”

Pro Series center point tile bits 
for ceramic tile, concrete, and 

masonry applications.

Premium Quality Non-coring bits 
for hard materials like natural 
stone, flag stone, concrete, 

masonry, and tile.

Pro Series Dry Granite core bit for 
optimum coring use of hard ma-
terials. Featuring side protection 
for reaming and helps to prevent 

the bit for getting stuck.

Pro Series laser welded turbo 
segmented core bits provide fast  
coring in a wide range of cured 

concrete, pre-stressed concrete, 
and paving materials.

Pro Series laser welded core bits 
provide long life coring in a wide 

range of cured concrete, pre-
stressed concrete, and paving 

materials.

For drilling various ranges of 
materials; from heavlily reinforced 

concrete to asphalt, the ARIX 
Wet Core Bits will ensure 

maximum performance and 
satisfaction to each and every 

customer.

It is designed for wall drilling such 
as brick, block and light weight 
concrete. It is specially easy to 

handle with electric hammer drill 
machine and this range guaran-

tee hightest performance among 
counterparts.

Professional series patterned 
diamond crown style segmented 
core bit with 5/8-11 thread and 

15” barrel.

A
R

IX

It is almost impossible to find one 
perfect solution of diamond tools that is 
the best for every case no matter what 
you are in need of. However, what if it 
is possible to find a way to realize one 
perfect solution for cach case? ARIX 
Technology is to place diamond grits 
precisely in three dimensional patterns 
and to deliver the best performance to 
you in all cases.

CB ZZ CB P
Pro Series laser welded 2 part 
turbo segmented core bits pro-

vide fast  coring in a wide range 
of cured concrete, pre-stressed 
concrete, and paving materials.

Pro Series laser welded 2 part 
segmented core bits provide fast  
coring in a wide range of cured 

concrete, pre-stressed concrete, 
and paving materials.

CB D
Pro Series Dry standard segment 
core bit for coring various cured 
concrete, stone, masonry, and 

other materials.

CB D ZZ
Pro Series Dry Turbo segment 

core bit for coring various cured 
concrete, stone, masonry, and 

other materials.

The three dimensional pat-
terns that ARIX Technology 
can arrange diamond grits 
in are various as you find 
some examples below.
We wouldn’t blame you 
even if you call ARIX an art 
rather than a technology.

ASK US ABOUT OUR ADAPTERS AND EXTENSIONS
FOR OUR CORE BITS!

CORE BITS
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DB SEG 10
10mm Segment diamond blade 

for general purpose concrete 
cutting.

DB SEG 12
12mm Segment diamond blade 

for general purpose concrete 
cutting.

DB SEG 15
15mm Segmented diamond 

blade for general purpose con-
crete cutting.

DB T 10
Continuous rim turbo blade 

for general purpose concrete 
cutting.

DB T 10
Pro series continuous rim turbo 
blade for general purpose con-

crete cutting.

DB TS 12
Slanted 12mm turbo segmented 

diamond blade for general 
purpose cutting.

DB TS 12E
12mm Turbo segmented dia-

mond blade for general purpose 
cutting.

DB TS 15
15mm turbo segmented pro 

blade for brick, block, concrete, 
paver cutting. Extra Long life and 

fast cutting diamond blade.

DB TS 12
12mm turbo segmented pro 

blade for brick, block, concrete, 
paver cutting. Speed and perfor-

mance diamond blade.

DB TW
Laserwelded pro series Twin 
Crown segement for general 

purpose cutting.

DB SEG LW 12 PRO
Pro Series 12mm teardrop style 
segment for cutting cured con-

crete and hard materials.

DB SEG LW 10
10mm Laserwelded cured 

concrete reinforced concrete 
diamond blade.

DB GR 15
Pro Series 15mm agressive 

cutting diamond blade for brick, 
block, and stone.

DB ACP TS 15
All cut pro 15mm alternating 

turbo segment blade for brick 
block and stone.

Pro Grade Rasio Active 
diamond baldes provides the 

logest life and performance in its 
class for hard material cutting.

DB AR LW
Pro Grade Arrow blade is the 

fastest cutting blade in its class 
for hard concrete materials.

DB SABRE
Pro Series SABRE blade is 

designed for cutting hard stone 
material in the toughest of 

applications.

DB TS 12
12mm pro series slanted turbo 
segmented diamond blade for 
hard pavers, hard brick, hard 
concrete. High Speed cutter.

DB 
Pro Series SABRE blade is 

designed for cutting hard stone 
material in the toughest of 

applications.

DB ACP TS 15 20
All cut pro 15mm alternating 

turbo segment blade for brick 
block and stone.

DIAMOND BLADES
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DB DT DB COREDB RESCUEDB ROOT .250DB RESCUE ORANGE
Supreme quality dusctile iron 
and cast iron cutting diamond 

blades.

All purpose root ripper carbide 
chunk blade. Heavy duty all 
purpose wood, steel, stone, 

and concrete materials are no 
challenge for this blade.

Pro Series Rescue diamond 
blades primarily used for cutting 

steel, aluminum, and metals 
during recuse operations by first 

responders.

Thin core cutting diamond blade. 
Only .090” thick and heavy core 
allow for cutting super thin cuts 

in hard material.

DB ASPH E50 DB ASPH P50 DB ASPH S50DB ASPHDB ASPH ST

DB SOFFDB FLX

DB SG PDB SG DB SG TS DB ACP TS

Premium quality Slant Segment 
with undercut protection for 
asphalt and green concrete. 

Available in 12”, 14”

Supreme quality Key hole Seg-
ment with undercut protection 
for asphalt and green concrete. 

Available in 12”, 14”

Economy series U Gullet Seg-
ment with undercut protection 
for asphalt and green concrete. 

Available in 12”, 14”

Supreme quality U Gullet 
Segmentwith with undercut 

protection for asphalt and green 
concrete. Available in 12”, 14”

Premium quality Straight Seg-
ment with undercut protection 
for asphalt and green concrete. 

Available from 12”

Super G 12mm Turbo Segment 
with Undercut protection.

Available in 12”, 14”

Premium Super G 10mm 
Slant Segment with Undercut 

protection.
Available in 12”, 14”, 16”, 18”, 

20”

Premium Super G 12mm 
Turbo Segment with Undercut 

protection.
Available in 12”, 14”, 16”, 18”, 

20”

Husqvarna FLX Series Early 
Entry diamond blades for green 

concrete. Soft cut.

Soff-Cut brand Early Entry dia-
mond blades for green concrete.

DB SG S
Supreme Super G 10mm 

Slant Segment with Undercut 
protection.

Available in 12”, 14”, 16”, 18”, 
20”

All cut pro 12mm Alternating 
Turbo Segmented diamond blade 

for All Purpose Cutting.
Available in 12”, 14”, 16”, 18”, 

20”

DB EE
Pro Series Early Etry blades for 

Soffcut machines. Available from 
5.5”-13.5” diameter. Soft cut.

DB LOOP
Pro grade Loop Saw blades 

for asphalt and green concrete. 
Available from 14” and .250” 

thickness.

DB ASPH AX
ARIX Patterned diamond asphalt 
diamond blades. Industry leader 

in patterned diamond technol-
ogy for logest life and speed of 

DIAMOND BLADES
ASPHALT & GREEN CONCRETE

COMBO BLADES

SPECIAL BLADES

Pro Series Rescue diamond 
blades primarily used for cutting 

steel, aluminum, and metals 
during recuse operations by first 

responders.

PRO

PRO
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CB ZEN PRO

CB ZZ USA CB ZZ USA

CB ZEN

CORE BITS
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CORE BITS



CW DBL CW SW CW LCW SGLULTRA

CW ARCW FAN CW SCW MS NTCW T

CW PCDCW PCD

CC SEG TP SPLITTP SWTP ECCC CONT

Abrasive disc grinding wheels 
for removing epoxy and coatings 

from concrete surfaces.

Industry standard single row seg-
mented cup wheels for general 

concrete grinding.

Industry standard double row 
segmented cup wheels for 
general concrete grinding.

Pro grade turbo swirl segmented 
cup wheels for grinding and level-
ing thinset, concrete, and mortar 

surfaces.

Pro grade L Style segmented cup 
wheel for leveling concrete and 

masony material.

Pro grade Fan Cup wheel for 
leveling hard concrete material.

Arrow segmented cup wheels 
for fast aggressive grinding of 
concrete, masonry, and stone 

surfaces.

T segmented cup wheels for fast 
aggressive grinding of concrete, 

masonry, and stone surfaces.

5mm Multi segmented cup 
wheels for fast aggressive grind-
ing of concrete, masonry, and 

stone surfaces.

S style segmented cup wheels 
for fast aggressive grinding of 
concrete, masonry, and stone 

surfaces.

PCD cup wheels for removing 
epoxy and paint from concrete 

material.

PCD cup wheels for removing 
epoxy and paint from concrete 

material.

Couninuous rim crack chasers 
for widening cracks in concrete 

for repair.

Segmented rim crack chasers 
for widening cracks in concrete 

for repair.

Premium Quality tuck pointers 
for mortar, grout, and thinset 
materials. Available in 4”-8” 

.250”-.500”

Sandwich style tuck pointers for 
removing mortar, thinset, and 
masonry material. Available in 

double and triple styles.

Speed tuck pointers designed 
for hard mortar, thinset, and 

masonry materials.

BULLNOSE INCLINED CANTILEVER
ASK US ABOUT OUR POOL
COPING DIAMOND TOOLS!

TUCK & CRACK CHASER POINT
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CONCRETE GRINDING
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PRIVATE LABELING
Fully customized private label 
printing available for free. Add 
your company logo,blade specifics, 
full color images, and more.
80% of customers choose branded 
products over non-branded products.

800.211.0665

2550 N POWERLINE RD STE 102
POMPANO BEACH FL 33069

INFO@DTIBLADES.COM

WWW.DTIBLADES.COM
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